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Abstract

Three AE standards are created in Russia in recent years: 1) Regulation of organising and carrying out
of AE testing of pressure vessels, apparatus, boilers and industrial pipelines, 2) Requirements to
acoustic emission instrumentation used for monitoring of hazardous production facilities, 3)
Requirements to acoustic emission sensors used for monitoring of hazardous production facilities. These
standards have been approved by the main state agency of supervision over industrial safety in Russia -
Gosgortechnadzor of Russia.  These are used for testing hazardous production facilities.

Introduction

Any evolution meets the crisis. Crisis generates problems but at the same time it stimulates new
approach, which in Russia includes burst Acoustic Emission NDT Method (AEM) application in
industry. Setting standards is a problem that we would like to discuss here.

AEM provides suitable classification of defects in an object under testing. AEM is increasingly operated
in industry and widely used for safety maintenance of hazardous facilities. AEM operation is approved
by "Regulation of Set-up and Safety Maintenance of Pressure Vessels" [1].  In USA AEM application
for industrial facilities is regulated by ASTM, ASME and other technical societies. There are standards
of AEM application in several other industrial countries.

During 1996-99 we have developed three basic Standards for Russian industry;
- Regulation of organising and carrying out of AE testing of pressure vessels, apparatus, boilers

and industrial pipelines. RD 03-131-97 [2].
- Requirements to an acoustic emission instrumentation used for monitoring of hazardous

production facilities. RD  03-299-99 [3].
- Requirements to an acoustic emission sensors used for monitoring of hazardous production

facilities. RD 03-299-99 [4].

All these documents have been approved by the main state agency of supervision over industrial safety
in Russia - Gosgortechnadzor of Russia.

The First Standard

«Regulation of AE Testing» states principles and procedures of AEM application and lists the facilities
that can be examined by AEM. Special attention is drawn to preparation of AE work activities. It is
recommended to perform the great amount of preliminaries before AE. It includes familiarity with or
evaluation of material AE and wave-guide characteristics and that of careful choice of AE source
classification system and rejection criterion. The entire recommended criterion is indicated in non
mandatory Enclosure.

“Regulation of AE Testing" is a procedural and technical–organizational norm document, which
contains orders, regulation and information. These provide AE testing of hazard facilities of oil-
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chemical, gas, power and other industries. “Regulation of AE testing" consists of nine basic issues and
eight Enclosures. The main issues are: General Provisions; Requirements to Organizational
Management, Requirements to Executors and Procedure of Preliminaries to AE, Requirements to Outfit
and Equipment, Testing Procedure, Data Accumulation, Processing and Analysis; Estimated Results;
Record-Keeping on Testing Results; Safety Guidelines and Responsibility for "Regulation" Violation.
Enclosures: AE sources classification system and criteria of examined subject status condition;
Enumeration of reference documentation and literary sources, Requirements to Examination Report's
contents, Forms of records (protocol) and report of examination results, Standard load diagram, Terms
and definitions.

General Provisions contain documents purpose and range of its application. There is information about
AE examination, its characteristics, and advantages and disadvantages (limitations). Division "Plan of
AEM application" contains recommendation on how to use AEM in combination with other
nondestructive testing (NDT) methods and its independent application. The original division is
"Requirements to Organizational Management, requirements to executors and procedure of
preliminaries to AE". It specifies scope of client's and contractor's work activities during decision
making on carrying out of AE testing of the object and after it. Specification of major preliminary effort
to AE examination should help to carry out the inspection in accordance with necessary requirements
and provide the qualitative results.

Organizations to carry out the AE testing should meet several requirements to provide high performance
level. It should be certified by Gosgortekhnadzor. The inspection personnel shall be properly trained and
licensed/certified. The Issue "Outfit and Equipment Requirements" states the conventional requirements
encountered in the majority of similar documents. The issue "Examination Procedure" specifies
technology of the inspection, including such stages as installation of AE sensors, performance check of
equipment and channels calibration (set-up), loading of the object, location of AE sources, noise
analysis.

"The Regulations" specify that if there is no possibility of reducing the noises to required value, the AE
examination should be stopped.  The most important part of "The Regulation" is "The Estimated
examination results". During AE examination, AE sources are registered, identified, classified and AE
sources that exceeded threshold level are evaluated. Executor fixes admissible class of AE sources while
preliminaries to AE inspection. So, “The Regulations” define 2-stage approach to estimated examination
results:

1. Classification of AE sources
2. Identification of the source as acceptable or not

Classification of AE sources should be carried out on single or few parameters of signal: cumulative
counting, amount of impulses, amplitude, power, counting rate, activity, AE sources concentration and
time. Detected and identified AE sources are divided into four classes (categories):

I class    - passive source;
II class   - active source;
III class  - critical active source;
IV class  - catastrophic active source.

I class source: source registration for the purpose of its impact analysis of future development. II class
source: registration and observation over development in process of examination, keep records and make
notes on recommendation of for carrying out additional inspection by other methods. III class source:
registration, observation over development, taking actions on preparation the possible load rejection.
When IV class source would be detected, the following activities should be performed: immediate
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unload to 0 or to the value when AE source class would come down to II or I.  After unload, the object
should be examined and the other methods of testing should be used if necessary. AE source should be
identified and future-testing safety should be stated.

If the results of AE examination indicate that the estimation of the object’s technical status was
acceptable or no other AE sources were registered, application of additional nondestructive testing
would not be required. If AE examination result interpretation was not clear, additional kinds of
nondestructive methods should be used.

Executor should choose system of AE sources classification and criteria estimation of testing results and
submit it to client’s approval. Parameters of AE sources classification system and criteria of testing
results estimation should be chosen from classification systems described in the Attachment especially
for each object. That is why AE testing safety performance and future safety of the object under testing
depend on Executor’s qualification and experience.

“Regulations” state instructions on record-keeping of testing results. This document contains
requirements to Examination Report’s contents. In addition, there are forms of protocol and testing
results and conclusion.  Examination Results Report should contain the information, which would allow
to estimate the object and confirm qualification level of organization and specialists carrying out the
examination. Based on this, it will be possible to estimate the reliability of results.

Requirements to AE Instrumentation

Standard “Requirements to AE instrumentation” contains the following items: methods of classification
of AE examination, parameters and technical characteristics of AE equipment, requirements to
parameters and technical characteristics and methods of its determination. Technical characteristics of
AE instrumentation should be determined for each AE system (device) during certification and
calibration.

Methods of AE examination are divided into devices and systems depending on its complexity.
AE instrumentation is divided into four classes following information volume received during AE
examination. Since the dynamic range of AE signals may achieve 100 dB or more during AE testing, it
is advisable that dynamic range of the equipment would be the same. Range of equipment working
frequencies should be of 10 kHz – 1.0 MHz. Irregularity of frequency – amplitude characteristics should
not exceed ±3 dB. Error of AE signal amplitude measurement should not exceed ±2 dB. Input range of
threshold regulation: 20 - 80 dB (in reference to 1 µV of channel input), discrimination 1 dB. Regulation
of all others equipment parameters together with exact parameter values are proposed in the Report.

Requirements to AE Sensors

AE signal interpretation, estimation of testing results and decision making to a great extent depend on
values of AE signal parameters. Characteristics of AE sensors (AES) influence greatly the parameters of
registered signal. The knowledge of AES characteristics should be obligatory. AES is a complex electro-
acoustic system, which converts acoustic signal to electrical one. In Standard “Requirements to AE
Sensors” the basic parameters are chosen and methods of its measurement are given. There are four
parameters of AES: pulse characteristics: sensitivity (or transudation factor), impulse characteristics,
fundamental frequency and energy characteristics, which reflects such characteristics as impulse signal
energy transmission. All the above-mentioned parameters are real and are measured during calibration,
and they are applied in most of criteria for AE sources classification.
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Sensitivity of AES – “s” is determined as ratio of “um“ – Maximum value of AES impulse
characteristics - to “u1“ - acoustic signal maximum value (particles displacement of standard block or
object under testing surface) of standard source directly under AES or close to it:  “s = um / u1”.
Standard contains AES classification based on different parameters, including sensitivity, applied
frequency range, frequency. AES are divided into four classes based upon sensitivity: I class sensors
possess sensitivity less than 50.106 V/m; II class sensitivity range (50-100).106 V/m; III class sensor
sensitivity range (100-200).106 V/m; IV class sensors possess sensitivity exceeding 200.106 V/m.

Various methods of parameter determination have been worked out for AES calibration, including
analytic approaches and experimental principles of parameter values measurement. The following items
have been assumed as a basis of experimental methods of parameter determination: AES reaction on
dynamic displacement, standard surfaces of calibration block (object) on which AES was installed.
Different stimulation sources of AE signal have been described, advantages and disadvantages of one or
another calibration signal have been estimated. Methods of AES parameter measurement are similar to
methods applied in existing standards (ASTM E 1106).

Various systems of measuring and parameter estimation of AES have been described; advantages and
disadvantages of these systems have been fixed. Requirements to the following calibration means have
been settled: calibration signal source, calibration blocks and devices, which are used for calibration.

During development of the Standards, needs of discussing principal issues became evident. At present,
physical aspects of AE are more or less clear. That is, AE signal generation, its propagation,
transformation and so on. The present authors believe the AE physics have been already created. Now it
is time to work out the basis of AE examination. These are the fundamental problems of worldview.
Besides there are scientific, technical and organizational questions which we would like to discuss.

Brief list of AE testing problems (just as for any other nondestructive testing and technical diagnostics)
includes such items as personnel, Standards and equipment. In any case these problems exist all over the
world. If we would not pay attention to borders we can say that these are the problems of the united AE
society:
- precise program of method’s development and cooperation on coordinated programs
- involving new (young) people in AE field
- interchange of ideas and personnel.
The important issue is what factors would influence AE examination results. These results might be
more disastrous because AEM is closer to disaster than any other method. The question is “for how
closer?”

Development of techniques and standards in AE field requires the international efforts. Many teams
should work on one program. To start with, for example, program which will allow receiving from each
team for each examination information about examination’s reliability and about possibility of these
data comparison. It should be appreciated to make an agreement (under condition of confidentiality) on
interchange of examination results and to work out a system of receiving and submitting the data. It is
necessary to have a group of teams to carry out analysis and analysis system. At the moment the weakest
point of AEM is not the lack of standards, but an operator. Certainly, standards require important
revision and amendments.
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